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Prenatal nutrition can be confusing. A lot of the advice you’ve been given about what to eat (or

what not to eat) is well-meaning, but frankly, outdated or not evidenced-based. In Real Food for

Pregnancy, you’ll get clear answers on what to eat and why, with research to back up every

recommendation. Author and specialist in prenatal nutrition, Lily Nichols, RDN, CDE, has taken

a long and hard look at the science and discovered a wide gap between current prenatal

nutrition recommendations and what foods are required for optimal health in pregnancy and for

your baby’s development. There has never been a more comprehensive and well-referenced

resource on prenatal nutrition. With Real Food for Pregnancy as your guide, you can be

confident that your food and lifestyle choices support a smooth, healthy pregnancy.
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L, “BEST, DEFINITIVE BOOK FOR NUTRITION IN PREGNANCY (and in general!). I didn't

discover this book until the last leg of my 3rd pregnancy- but it was still worth every penny! I've

read other preg food books (especially with the 1st kid when everyone gifts them to you), and I

found them all to be largely the same and unimpressive. THIS book, however, is a game

changer. Here's how:1. Science - The author has done more nutrition research than many

doctors I know. She doesn't just make recommendations, she explains WHY she is making

them based on how all the macro and micronutrients function inside your body. She cites

studies AND explains those studies (eg. clinical vs epidemiological, sample size, other

considerations, etc.)2. Detail - Everything is here. Meal suggestions, recipes, vitamin/

supplement explanations, conversation about controversial foods like sushi, lunchmeat, coffee,

wine, etc., historical and international anecdotes, common complaints, exercise, mental health,

nursing, and recovery. Etc. Etc.3. Empathy - Yes, I nerded out about all the science^, but just as

important is the author's incredible understanding of how stressful, difficult, and confusing

pregnancy and postpartum can be. She's been there, and she tells you about her experience,

too. She knows that no one is perfect and that we can't always do things optimally all the time.

She always presents the information with a practical approach and multiple options. She

provides the base for you to use and tailor however you need.Additionally, you can look up the

author online- she has a million helpful (totally free) articles with even more information. Plus

you can sign up for her newsletter (still more good, free info), and I can personally attest that if

you write to her with questions, she writes back and answers them!I wish I had this book from

the beginning, and I will (and have been) recommend(ing) this book to every pregnant, nursing,

and TTC woman I know! Honestly, I recommend this book even to people who aren't pregnant,

just as a great guide for general nutrition. There is a ridiculous shortage of up-to-date,

evidence-based nutrition information IN GENERAL, let alone relating to pregnancy. Having

these resources is truly invaluable!”

Ayla Barmmer, MS, RD, LDN, “To say that this book is evidence-based would be the

understatement of the century!. I was honored to be an early reviewer of this book and even

though prenatal nutrition is my specialty as a nutritionist focused on women's health, I learned

a TON while reading it. It's somehow both a practical guide that anyone could use and also,



basically, a textbook, filled with more than 900 citaions. To say that it's evidence-based would

be the understatement of the century. This book will get you REALLY questioning where we are

today in terms of diet and lifestyle recommendations pre-conception and during

pregnancy...and both excited and empowered to take control of you and your baby's health. All

of my pregnant clients will be getting a copy of this book! And if you are a health practitioner,

you need to read this book because the prenatal nutrition guidelines that are circulating are

basically a regurgitation of non-evidenced based "no to do or eat" lists, and completely void of

some critical information that all women have the right to know.”

alexis, “Brilliant. I was hoping for no-nonsense, well researched advice on supplements - and

what I got was so much more. I LOVE this book and I can see it will be my "bible". I was so

relieved to read Lily's approach, which is so robust and evidence based, and is predicated on

using real foods and only supplements where necessary, which aligns entirely with the

approach I would like to follow. Added bonuses where the sections on exercise and posture /

core / diastasis recti which are so helpful. I've even been convinced to eat meat whilst doing

IVF and hopefully pregnancy, having previously been convinced I would remain vegetarian.

Next I'm moving on to replacing my cookware with cast iron & considering not wearing nail

polish!The combination of science backed advice, and a holistic approach from someone who

advocates the power of good food, exercise & mindfulness, is really refreshing and reassuring.”

masstab, “A must read for anyone preparing for pregnancy. Extra helpful for type 1 diabetic

moms ;). A must read for anyone preparing for pregnancy.This book happened to be really

useful for me personally, since as a type 1 diabetic thriving on a low-carb diet, i was being

encouraged/bullied by everyone to eat lots of carbs as soon as i became pregnant because

apparently “babies need carbs”, while also being told that babies can’t grow properly if blood

sugars aren’t perfect. For me, eating lots of carbs and having good blood sugar control are

mutually exclusive, so finding a middle ground between these two conflicting things seemed

impossible. Lily Nichols is one of the very very few dieticians I found online who doesn’t

discourage pregnant women from eating low carb.This wonderful book gave me the confidence

to go ahead and do what I knew I needed to do to maintain near perfect blood sugar control

throughout my entire pregnancy. And much more of course! Confidently picking the right foods

that encourage baby’s development, mama’s health in pregnancy but also avoiding depletion

post-partum... all HUGE.Do yourself a favour and read this book!”

Laura M, “A bible for every pregnant woman. I bought this book when trying to conceive and

have kept it by my bedside ever since (my LO is now nearly 5 months old.) This book really

helped me to prepare and support my body to carry my baby and to breastfeed. Not only does

it cover what foods to eat to have a healthy pregnancy but it also covers what to eat to mitigate/

help with pregnancy symptoms, what to eat to support breastfeeding and what foods don't

build a healthy baby - all in a scientific, non judgemental, easy to read way. This book also

covers other areas of pregnancy; exercise, mental health and post partum preparation means

that it really is the only companion you need to support you during your transition to

motherhood. I particularly found the breastfeeding chapter useful, as I felt very prepared as to

the reality of breastfeeding (anyone else felt like they were fused to the sofa in the early

days?!), information which I didn't hear from anywhere else. It has also helped me to shift some

of my baby weight (as well as a few stubborn pounds before I conceived too!) and the

information has changed my eating habits for life. I'm just hoping Lily will publish a book on



baby weaning in the next few months!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cuts through the crap. I got this whilst trying for a baby and followed the

amazing advice from preconception, through pregnancy to breastfeeding. Lily cuts through to

the important information without skipping the evidence which makes it easy to make fully

informed decisions about nutrition at these important times without relying on outdated and

often vague guidelines. Plus the recipes are delicious! Thanks Lily, I loved this book and still

dip in every so often now. Next stop, weaning!”

The book by Lily Nichols has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,814 people have provided feedback.
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